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First impression was something very yellow. 

Initial impressions: There is a red oval shape that is soft, it is a bit flat so it is not equal thickness 
vertically as it is horisontally, it is on the floor level, egg shaped. Strange artificial shapes and 
structures and materials, colors yellow and red. There is a yellow wall near on the lower left side, 
the wall is not straight flat but odd shaped. 

9:46 PM Secondary stage

Strange artificial place. The yellow is over it. We are in a happy place like an inflated rubber castle 
for children or a hot air balloon sort of thing. 

Probe yellow wall on left side: It rises and continues up also above us in a billowy shape. I poke at 
the top yellow and find a strange blue grid, I will draw it, it is up there, it has a symbol on its one 
side, this element is flat. 

Probe top of yellow: So yellow! Red cushion. Something tall dark stands vertical on one end of the 
red cushion. 

Probe black vertical: It is wavy and likes to fall down but stays straight. It is happy. 

Probe yellow top: The red below. Probe red: Is sunken in on the top center, is not flat on the top 
and is not bulging up on the top. I see three or more thin black vertical poles that connect from red 
to yellow roof, the black poles are directed in different directions like fanning out from the red. 

Probe thin black poles: The poles turn and lean, they fall over, this whole contraption structure is 
moving slowly. Probe poles: They are stuck to the red element. The poles are fitted into the red 
element by there being like a sunken in pit for the poles to sit in. Someone is laughing here, this 
target is funny. There is a light, a lamp, up at the top yellow where the black pole goes to. 

Probe top yellow: The emblem shows up again with the grids that go across the emblem. Probe the 
emblem grids: (Aha! Suspected dislocation, the thin black poles and the grids, but not confirmed yet 
by RV.) The whole flat grid emblem flips backwards and rotates. Probe grids: I probe along a grid and 
the whole emblem leans another way now. Probe without being distracted by the rotation: Aha! 



The grids connect to the red element, so the dislocation is almost confirmed! 

Probe emblem: Yellow is near. 

Probe yellow: There are those black straight poles going right through the inside of the yellow, I 
pushed my hand right into the yellow and came across those poles inside. I probe at the top of the 
yellow and see that the yellow continues up in the shape of a tulip or teardrop but just an outline 
and empty on the inside, with the pointy end of the teardrop facing up. Probe the teardrop shape: 
No we have to go down. Probe anyway, even if the central elements are further down: There is air 
up here, and it is all white here, but, we really need to go further down again. 

Probe the black poles at their top end: I get a white egg shaped element laying in the horisontal. I 
touch the white egg and it goes up to become the yellow teardrop shape. The red element further 
below. 

10:14 PM End RV. I could go further but I don't even know if I am at the target, I hesitate because a 
few earlier recent targets were of illustrations and such. 

Hm, that looks like the grass hill from a recent target (but I do not count it here). The hill here is 
perhaps a bit teardrop shaped yes, and maybe almost of a yellow color, but the correlation is very 
poor. The red house perhaps vaguely similar to my red element but not because the shape is wrong. 
It pains me to give this session a C, and only because the hill in the foreground is tear shaped and 
vaguely similar to my yellow elements. The correlation is very poor, this session does not indicate 
any remote viewing to have taken place. Grade is C. 

10:17 PM End session. 
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ELEMENTS

IE. Something very yellow. 
P. Yellow top continues into the shape of a teardrop with the pointy end up, just the outline and 
hollow inside. 

IE. Red oval shape a bit flat on the top, on floor level. 

IE. Yellow wall on left side, not straight or flat but odd shaped. 

SE. Blue grid up there, see drawing. It has an oval outline around frame, and several parallel grids 
that go across it, it is some kind of emblem. Has some kind of symbol on its one side. This is a flat 
emblem. 



P. The emblem rotates slowly turning backwards. The parallel grids connect to the red element. 

SE. Dark tall vertical element stands on the right corner of the red oval shape. 

SE. Three or so thinner black poles from red element up to yellow roof they radiate out see drawing. 
P. The poles lean, the whole structure is moving slowly. 

SE. There is a lamp, a light, at the top yellow. 

CONNECTIONS

Dislocation: the parallel grids across the emblem are same as the thin poles from red element to 
yellow top. 

Connections: emblem grids (thin poles) connect on one end to the red element. 


